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I. The Popular Ballad and Its Beginnings
The popular ballad was an ancient verse form in England and
throughout
Europe long before it first appeared in America, yet there
are many similarities between these two traditions. A recurrent subject in both
England and

A merica is the outlaw.

Of those outlaw heroes found in the early English

ballads, none stands out more memorably than Robin Hood, whose exploits
and

adventures in the Greenwood are colorfully recounted.

Although regar ded as

more legendary than factual in origin--a product of the popular imagination
Robi n Hood has historical counterparts in the American tradition.

,

One of the

most celebrated of these "American Robin Hoods" is Jesse James, the most
notorious outlaw of nineteenth-century frontier America.
The word "ballad" is itself derived from the French word baller, meaning
"to dance."

The ballad was originally a song that was sung as an accompanime nt

for dancing; later it came to include any song that told a story.1

The term

" popular, " which precedes the word "ballad," would be indicative that this

form was originally the song of the common people.

There are essentially three types of ballads: the popular or folk ballad,
transmitted through oral tradi tion; the broadside or journalistic ballad,
devel.oped after the invention of the printing press; and the literary or art
ballad, a highly stylized imitation of the popular ballad. Because the early
ballads were transmitted orally and were preserved only through the memories
of illiterate people, they were subject to constant revision and adaptation to
fit new times and circumstances.

For this reason, the oldest popular ballad s

are virtually impossible to date accurately, and many have been lost.

However,

the most primitive typeshave been traced in written form to as early as the
thirteenth century in England, where they had developed from the ancient

-2Anglo-Saxon lays (short narrative poems).

They flourished most abundantly

in the regions of southern Scotland and northern England, particularly in
the fifteenth century.

Perhaps it is the flexibility of the popular ballad

which has insured its survival in some form to the present day.
The popular ballad is generally a very dramatic, condensed account
of a single event.

The story is told in verse and may be revealed through

successive scenes.

Its tone is objective, impersonal, and undidactic; often

elements of suspense, mystery, or the supernatural are involved.

Clear,

simple diction; graphic, narrative detail; swift-paced, emotional action;
dial ogue; and stereotyped epithets also characterize the popular ballad.
The standard metrical verse form of the popular ballad is the quatrain
stanza, composed of alternating lines of iambic tetrameter and iambic trimeter
(with an occasional anapestic, dactyllic, or spondaic substitution).

That is

to sa.y, a ballad consists of a number of four-line stanzas with alternating
lines of four and three feet.
the form in which

most

This structure, known as common measure, is

of the Robin Hood ballads are composed.

2

An example

of this form can be found in "Robin Hood and Sir Guy" in Bishop Thoma s Percy's
Reliques of Ancient English Poetry, the first important collection of English
ballads, published in 1765:
When shaws beene sheene, and shradds full fayre,
And leaves both large and longe,

Itt is merrye walking in the fayre forest
To heare the small birds songe.3
As may be seen in the above stanza, the usual rhyme scheme of the popula
r
ballad is A-B-C-B: the second and fourth lines enq in rhy me.
occurs with the first and third lines of a stanza.

This se ldom

The fluid, slow-tempo

prog ression of the stanzas is frequently reinforced by a stanzaic device
which F. B. Gummere terms "incremental repetition": the repetition of a

stanza, sligh

y modi-i d

t'ro

7

·

o advanc

the action o

he sto y

and to emphasize an ever-valid point. This device "reflects the simple

direct approach to a story characteristic of unlettered people, the people

who through the centuries have made the ballads what they are when they become
known to us.11 4
There are two opposing theories concerning the origin and composition
of ballads according to William Bradley Otis and Morriss H, Needleman in

their book!=_ Survey-Hist�ry of English Literature,

The first of these is

the .,communal" or "co-operative folk-intelligence" theory, which asserts that
ballads are essentially the result of a group effort--not that of a single
individual.

Each participant in a dancin g or singing group contributed a

stanza of his own invention to the story.

This theory is supported by such

ballad scholars as F. B. Gurnrnere, Andrew Long, W. M. Hart, and G, L. Kittredge.
T'he second theory mentioned by Otis and Needleman is the "literary" or
"individual" theory,

This opinion holds that ballads were the compos ition

of individuals who got their ideas from more literary works suc h as the

metrical romances about King Arthur and Sir G awa·in, popular among the nobili ty

and upper classes,

These popular ballads were perceptions of the lives and

adventures of knig hts, kings, and other "�ews-worthy" persons as well as

events of interest or importance; t.hey reflected a way of life far removed

from that of the common pe asants with whom these compositions ultimately

became popular 0

It is possible to presume that the· lower classes modeled

their entertainments--including ballads--upon those enjoyed by the upper clas
s.

By the guidelines of this theory, a popular ballad was never regarded the

property or creation of any one individual (the original composer), but the
common property of the public whose views and interests it reflecte d.5
Emile Legouis and Louis cazamian state that "it is time rather than t he mode

of their making which gives ballads their special charact er.0 6

Sir Walter

-4Scott, Bishop Thomas Percy, Joseph Ritson, Louise Pound, Francis J. Child,
and Sir Walter Ralegh are among the most noted proponents of this theory
of ballad origin.
In the application of either theory of ballad origin and composition
to the development of outlaw heroes, the outcome is the same.
are an outgrowth of popular sentiments.

Outlaw heroes

They are preserved only through

t heir appeal among the people; they are preserved or changed accordingly as
dictated by the population whose views and interests they reflect.

j

II. An Historical Approach
John G. Neihardt says that "the heroic spirit, as seen in heroic poetry,
• • • , is the outcome of a society cut loose from its roots, of a time of
migrations, of the shifting of popu lations."7 Just as some distinctive par allels
ma y be drawn between the characteristics of Robin Hood and Jesse James as ou t

law her oes, there may also exist a number of parallels between the historical
cir cumstances which contribu ted to their overall development and popu larity

as b allad heroes.

These historical parallels whi ch may have occasioned the rise of characters

like Robin Hoo d and Jesse James include the fact that both figures are essentially

provincial in origin. Also, they remain the two best-known example s of the

universal outlaw hero archetypes.

Finally, they both represent particular eras

whose collective sentiments they se em to reflect.

,

The e�rliest known mention of Robin Hoo d occurs in the B-te xt of William

Lan g land 's Piers Plowman, which first appeared in 1377. In Passus V, lines

400-403 of this poem, one of the seven personified deadly sins, Sloth, admits:
'If I shulde deye be this day • me liste noughte to loke •
I can nou ghte perfitly my pater-noster • as the prest it syngeth,
But I can rymes of Robyn hoo d • and Randolf erle of Che stre ,
Ac neither of owre lorde ne of owre lady • leste that evere
was made . •8

The o�dest surviving ballad about Robin Hoo d,

entitle d

"Robin Hood an d the Monk,"

is dated around 1450, -n early one hundred years after the mention of the o utla
w

by Lan gland.

f,oetrz.

This ballad first appe ared in Percy's Religues

2f.. Ancient

Eng lish

The exact centur y in which Robin Hood's popularity began and the time when

the legends about him began to appear cannot be pinpointed, but there is some

If an English ou tlaw by the name of Robin Hoo d ever did
exist� his true i dentity has been entirely disp laced by the various legends
room for speculation.

-6which have grown up around him. From the time of the Norman Conquest of
England in 1066 to the fifteenth century (the height of Robin Hood's popularity)

there arose numerous histo�ical episodes which support the theory that the folk

ballad representation of Robin Hood is truly a reflection of the attitudes of

the English common people during the Middle Ages.

Similarly, in tracing the events and conditions which may have created an

attitude to popularize a notorious provincial figure like Jesse James, it is
important to compare with English historical events those of the Missour i of
Jesse James. This era would include the period from approximately 1821, when

Missouri was admitted as a state into the Union, until the late 1800' S..'!.following

Jesse's death and the spread of the legends which continued after his murder
on April 3, 1882.

As far removed from one another as they at first appear to be, the,:eras • of
Robin Hood and Jesse James are comparable in many ways. England in the Midd le

Ages and the mid-nineteenth century on the American frontier were both eras of
instability, change, and disorder--all of which provoked much social upheaval

an d civil discontent. Eras such as these gave ris� to the fame of ball ad heroes
who reflected the common rebellious feelings toward a repressive source of
"justice."

The characterization of the Robin Hood of the folk ballads is clearly a
political statement. The monarchs and their bureaucracy were autocrats wielding
unrestricted power at the expense of the poor. Thus, any figure who placed

himself above and beyond the bounds of submission to such oppression was no

more a villain thaa the king himself. Such a figure was, in fact, admired
for his arrogance; he received the complete approval of the common people

for his resistance.

In order to underst�nd how Robin Hood achieved his fame as a champion of

-7the common people, some discussion of the conditions in medieval England
is warranted.
The idea of the royal forest, jealously preserved
had been familiar to Englishmen for forty years at
least before the Conquest. Cnut had laid a heavy
fine on anyone who hunted in a district which he
had set apart for his own pleasure. Forest wardens
had been maintained by Edward the Confessor. 9
Of those circumstances which arose in medieval England, the greatest
single condition brought upon the Anglo-Saxons by the Normans with the
Conquest was the intensification of an innovation:.·.of earlier rulers: the

royal forests.

The creation of vast royal forests and the enforcement of

the laws governing these land reserves greatly disturbed the common people .

Those living within these forests found themselves subject to harsh laws

restricting their daily activities, civil liberties, personal freedoms, and

overall living conditions.

These laws constituted an impetus for the inevitable

reactions of anger, unrest, and revolt which result when people feel completely

helpless and suppressed.

In� Normans:��� Made� English-Speakipg World, Timothy

Baker discusses the purposes served by the establishment of forest law.

First,

forest law served as a measure of proteetion for the "vert" or young timber
0
and undergrowth within the designated confines of the forest.1 Henry s.

Bennett, in

flli. .2!2, � English

Manor,! Study

2£

describes the restrictions imposed by this law:

Peasant Conditions: 1150-1 400,

The right of taking timber from the nearby woods was
jealously controlled, and it was only such dead wood or
timber not exceeding a certain dimension that was at
the peasant's disposal. The cutting down of aak or
ash, without permission, meant a fine at the Manor
Court; and, in general, the lord's officers were:here,
there, arid everywhere ' on the look-out for overzealous appropriators of wood. 11

•···

- ··-· -

.
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deer.

Second, the for st laws were enacted to protect the red and fallow

Also,.. protected were the wild boar, and until the fourteenth centu
ry,
_
the roe. The roe was- f"nally e:x:c:l.uded from the protection
ot: the law b cause
it had become too plentiful and discouraged other larger breeds. 12
The deer

of the royal forests was a "sacred" beast; to kill one of the king's deer

unlawfully was as serious an offense as killing another human being (or as
unlawful as stealing a horse in the American West, a crime often punis
hable

by hanging those accused).

It was forbidden to destroy or in any way reduce
the deer population or their habitat by agricultural cultivation or by allowing

other domestic livestock to feed there.

The forest laws were onerous from the beginning of
Norman rule, but their weight was felt most heavily
when necessity began to force villages to cultivate
more land. There seemed no moral reason why men
should tolerate laws which put the interests of deer
before those of human beings, and the hero-worship
of Robin Hood reflected widespread anger. 1 J
In addition, the king also claimed sole rights to all the wild honey

produced in the forests as well as predatory birds, such as hawks and fa lcons

which might be captured, trained, and empl_oyed for his sporting pleasure.

,

As William Andrews writes:

Hawking or falconing was for several centuries a favourite
sport. Many ancient tenures have provisions for providlng :
birds for this pastime. It is recorded that in the year
1314, one Luke Barvill held a tenement at Barton-on-Humber,
by paying into the royal exchequer of Edward II a sparrow
hawk valued at two shillings. In the Harleian Manuscripts
in the British Museum are several records relating to this
theme and belonging to the county of Lincoln. In No. Ju,
p. 212, John de Clyxby, a parson of the church of Symondes
burne Lincoln, admits that he holds 'one messuage and
three' oxgangs and a half of land; in Clyxby, of the Crown
in capite, by the service of one hood and one falcon, to be
paid to the King annually at Michaelmas, for all sern,ces,•
which the said hood was appraised at a half penny.1
The k:bng did, ho;.rever, grant special privlle�es to those �,ho served him.

These privileges;.included rights to fishing and the hunting of lesser. game.

It may be noted as well, that wolves�. the chief predato�s -'eif -the- forest, 'were
t, . '
• I

-9-

lawful game, and hunting them was encouraged because they posed a threat
to the king's deer.

William Andrews remarks·:

Itilias been]stated by several historians that Edgar
demanded, as an annual tribute from the Welsh, the
heads of three hundred wolves. The tribute was paid
for three years, but on the fourth yea 5it ceased as
the animal had been totally destroyed.

1

Similarly, in England, th� Angevin kings encouraged the extermination of
wolves by offering bounties which rose from the amount of only a few pennies
per head under Henry II to as much as five shillings during the reign of
John.16
Royal forests were not restricted to uninhabited woodlands, but usually
included large settled areas and whole villages as well.

By the end of the

twelfth century, royal forest lands had been expanded to cover nearly one-third
of the entire English kingdom, including large portions of Berkshire, Hampshire, Oxfordshire, Nottinghamshire, and Essex. 17

The expansion of forest

lands and concomitant increased restrictions created a scarcity of arable land
available to provide for the ever-increasing peasant population.

For this

reas©n, bargaining with the king for rights to increased acreage became a
reality.

Peasant communities purchased tenures--contracts with the king--not

�nly to hunt inferior game, an essential supplement to their diet, but also to
make clearings for h�mes, to dig ditches, and to cultivate.

Tenure, as well as

the "geld" or land-tax, were the iron-fisted means by which the king could
control his subjects and extract the m oney and material to maintaih his power.
By taking possession of and regulating the use of the land itself, the king
would then ration out and sell privileges for use of the natural resources.
He received a tribute paid in goods and services in return for his "benevolence."
This was all conducted, of course, through hierarchal structure of administra
tive agents: barons, vassals, and lords.

-10Included in

w.

,I

o. Hassall's Medieval England: As Viewed� Contemporaries

is a passage from The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, as translated by J. A. Giles,
in which William the Conqueror, who brought about the initial expansion of
.the royal forests, is described as having:
• • • made large forests for the deer, and enacted laws there
with, so that whoever killed a hart or hind should be blinded.
As he forbade killing the deer, so also the boars; and he loved
the tall stags as if he were their father. He also appointed
concerning the hares, that they should go free. The rich complained
and the poor murmured, but he was so sturdy that he recked nought
of them; they must will all that the king willed, if they would
live; or would keep their lands; or wouffi hold their possessions;
or would be maintained in their rights.
Although the laws regarding the royal forests do not exist to this day
in written form, it is known that castration, mutilation, and even death in
addition to blinding were common punishments inflicted upon those who knowingly
or unknowingly broke the king's laws.

Tenures and high land taxes were a

heav y price to pay for the military security royal subjects enjoyed, under the
The poverty of the

protection of a king whose strong army they supplied.
common people was great.

Bennett writes that, even in the face of such

rigidly enforced consequences:
Poaching ••• was one of the most corranon of medieval offenses,
and was indulged in by all the villagers from the i,arson down
wards. Laws were enacted against the keeping of hunting dogs
or implements; and, in the areas of the royal forests, savage
penalties were inflicted on those found within the precincts.
But all in vain: the temptation was too great, and whether it
was a royal stag, or only a miserable coney, the excitement of
the chase, and at times it must be admitted sheer poverty, drove
men to break the lf�, and to run the risks consequent upon being
caught red-handed.
Not only were the English peasants deprived of the:. liberty of ex ploiting
the land for their own self-preservation,

they were also unjustly treated

by the authorities established to handle the •crimes• they conanitted against

the king.

In addition to poaching and using the land unlawfully, commoners

might also be charged for not "lawing" (clipping the claws of the forefeet)
their dogs or not keeping fences in good repair to prevent deer from

1 ,'. 'I

,

straying

-11-

outside the protective limits of the law. The forest courts established
to carry out trials for such offenses were unjust. During the reign of
Henry II, i ttnerant judges held court sessions for forest violation�,,cases
once every three years; during the next century, this interval increases to
Often those who were charged with crimes had suffered
long terms of imprisonment before receiving a tria1.20 In a discussion of
once every seven years.

fines and offenses against the laws of the forest, J. J. Bagley writes in

Life in Medieval Ernrland:
---------=.;;.

A writ issued to William Stanley, chief forester of
Wirral, lists 125 fines, arr.ounting tot 22 1s. hd. in
all, imposed for offenses against forest law • • • •
The Abbot of Chester was fines 2hs. for crGpping four
acres of land for three years; Hamon de Masey 1s. for
enclosing a grove; Henry de Hooten 6d. for building a
cottage; John de Lasceles 1s. for digging a marlpit;
and at least half the offenders one ox or Ss.hd. for.
every dog that the wardens found 1 unlawed.•21
In addition to the injustices resulting from the expansion of the royal

forests, manJ[ peasants experienced the even worse fate of eviction from their
homes. William the Conqueror caused some two thousand or more inhabitants to
be expelled from their homes when he added between fifteen and twenty thousand

acres to the New Forest in Hampshire, which already encompassed seventy-five
thousand sparsely-populated acres of land.

Thousands more were left homeless

with the destruction of sixteen dwellings in Gloucester to make way for a new
castle, twenty-seven homes in Cambridge, and one hundred sixty-six in Lincoln.

22

The king was merciless and·unreasonacie in his monomaniacal pursuit of pleasure
and political safe-guarding of the land.
Even for those who committed no criminal offenses and were not forced to
leave their homes, life was a continual state of hard labor, deprivation, and

injustice. ¥�st peasants were tenants of an estate or manor, and received the
protection of a lord in retur11 for iheir physical labor. Under the

-12communal system of the day, the average peasant farmer might hold fifteen

to thirty acres of land.

The one or two oxen he owned would be contributed

to the communal "eight-box" plough.

The lands were worked in common, and

the harvests were shared after the lord had received his payment.

Peasants

were permitted to use their lord's mill and oven, and had access to the vill
age
conuno ns and the wastelands beyond for pasturing their livestock.
However, in

May: when the deer were fawning, grazing of livestock in the wastes was pro
hibited. Under these communal conditions, the peasants} life was one
of fear
back-breaking drudgery which offered little reward, and endless servitu .
de

The fruits of their labors were enjoyed by another; they had no voice in

determining their situation.

Common villagers or "villeins" usually were born

and remained tied to the:same soil where they worked all their lives and were

later buried.

conditions:

,

Freed men were 1-ngommon. Maurice Ashley says of peasant

Men living on the margin of subsistence are rarely
troubled by abstract ideas. The better-off peasant
was certainly anxious to commute his services, that
is to say, exchange his customary services for a
money rent· the poor were most concerned to prevent
themselves'from starvin g each winter. 23

Considering the elements of fear arid defenselessness which made the peasants

little more advantaged than the animals which they drove before the plough,

Timothy Baker comments:

Whole townships were held responsible for finding the
slayer of a beast, on which an inquisition was alwa�s
held and the forest-dweller dared not keep ••• a
bow �d arrows. He was also bound to attend forest
court when summoned and to act as a beater when the
king went hunting an occasion which might involve
the trampling of his own crops. While th�s harsh regime
applied only to the king's preserves, it is unlikely
men in their
that private landlords were gentler
.
beasts
determination to ·protect the

�B

The activites of two English kings with whom Robin Hood is of
ten
connected are particularly important to his heroic status.
These two rulers
are Richard Coeur de Lion and John, both being completely ruthl
ess in their
dealings with England and its inhabitants.
Richard I was born in England in 1157, but was educated in southern

Gaul to become the Duke of Acquitaine; it is doubtful that he ever learned

t o speak English.

After acceding to the throne of England, he spent only a few

months in the country during his entire reign,.

He was there from August 1 J to
December 13, 1189 for his coronation following the overthrow of his father,

Henry II. His second visit was from March 13 to May 12, 1194.25

Zealous for military power and g�ory, Richard's sole interest was to
conduct a crusade to regain Jerusalem. The holy city was at that time contro
lled

by Saladin, the pagan sultan of Egypt and Syria. Richard formed an alliance

wi th Philip Augustus of France to stage the Third Crusade, which proved

unsuccessful. Jerusalem was not regained for Christendom.

To obtain the funds

lll!eded for such a venture, Richard sold honors, church lands, and political

offices.

In one instance, landholders in Surrey paid Richard two hundred

marks for the right to use a strip of land in their county for cultivation.26
Such fund-raising projects made by the king were common.

Richard was not interested in protecting or enriching England, but regarded

the country as a financial resource which could be exploited to satisfy his

own pursuit of glory.

As king, he felt no duty to serve England, but rather

as the one to be served by England. He onee remarked to the effect: "I wou
ld
se ll London if I could find a buyer. 1127 In his absence Richard left Judiciars

who carried out his will in England, but they as a whole, were comp letely

ineffective; the country was left in a state of confusion and poor management.

-14John, who succeeded Richard in 1199 and reigned.until 1216, was as

notorious a ruler as his brother, whom he helped bring to ruin. During his

reign, he lost most of his continental possessions with the exception of

Gascony and Acquitaine. He was enbroiled in a bitter dispute with Pope

Innocent III over the choice of an Archbishop for Canterbury, and he was

later deposed.

In 121h John began what proved to be a disastrous cornpaign in France

,

leaving England once again to fend for itself. Upon his return to Engl
an d,

John was forced to sign the Magna Carta on the Isle of Runnymede in 1215.

This document was extracted from John by the barons who opposed him,

and

for bade the king the further privilege of raising taxes without the consent
of
Parliament. It also upheld the right of every accused man to a fair and swift

trial by a jury of his peers. The barons also forced John to consent to

lightening the force and severity of the forest laws.

(In 1217, they extracted

the Forest Charte.r from Henry III, which boosted the gradual deforestation
process.)28 Although these contracts were agreed upon, successive kings

frequently contested their validity.and broke the agreements when they desi
red

greater revenue.

Bur densome fines and taxes continued to weigh heavily upon

the peasants and lower working classes. As John's supporters dwindled,
the
Po pe encouraged Louis, the Dauphin of France, to seize.control of the English
throne. A year of civil war raged between John and Louis. John died in 1216
.

Osbert L ancaster describes John as follows:

Of all our ld.ngs John had probably the least to
recommend him. As cruel as Richard III, as lecherous
as Henry VIII, as untrustworthy as Charles I, and as
ineffectual as Stephen, his sole redeeming feature
seems to have been that, like so many celeb�9ted criminals, h� was invariably lq.nd to his mother.

Another influence upon the attitudes of medieval England was
the
Church, which had its own courts and was equally as strong in
many respects
as the government. Like the monarchy, the Church was a great
appropriator
of lands and property, which increased its wealth and power.
The Church was

able to amass property given it in penance by the wealthy lord
s, who wanted
to assure their salvation. Ashley says:
The manorial lords nearly all built churches to save their
souls, so that where a village had more than one lord it
sometimes had more than one church. The parish priest would
be given land known as the 1 glebe' to support him, but he
seldom enjoyed the whole tithe, which were payments in kind
traditionally demanded out of the harvest for the upkeep of
the Christian Church. These tithes were often granted by lords
of manors to the monasteries, which provided such social ser
vices, medical care, and schooling as there were, or. ·were en
grossed by laymen. Therefore .. the village priest, though nomi
nally a free man, was little better off than the average villager
and had to cultivate his soil and even work for his patron in
order to earn his keep. In spite of fulminations and prohibi
tions from above, the village clergymen were corrunonly married)O

Like the government with which it was in competi tion for power, the

church had a hierarchal bureauc racy.

Not only were the people to pay taxes
and fines inflicted by the government, but they were also ree· ponsible for

presenting tithes to the Church to ensure their salvation.

Thus, the peasant

was forced to contribute his goods and services to two powerful institution s

which should have instead contributed to his welfare.

Geoffrey Chaucer pro

Vides several examples of charac ters who typify the corruption and hypoc risy

existent in the Church during the Middle Ages in his descript ions of three

religious men in "Prologue" of� Canterbury Tales, which appeared about
1400.

Of the monk he writes:

Grehounds he hadde as swift as fowel in flight;
Of priking and of hunting of the hare
Was al his lust; for no cost wold he spare.
I seigh Ms sleves purfiled at the bond .
With grys, ur::i that the fynest of �he lond
li..nd for to f,::,stne his hood under his chyn,
He hadde of c::;.::ild 1.rroght a ful curious pyn;
r wa • • •
A iove-knot te in the gret ter ende the t . �1
poyn
He was a lord ful fat, and in good

------------. -·
-16There is also the unchaste, "charitable" friar of whom Chaucer· reports:
In alle the ordres foure is noon that can
So much of daliaunce and fair language.
He hadde maad ful many a mariage
Of yonge wommen at his own cost • • •
He !mew the tavernes wel in ever"J town,
And everich hostilier and tappestere
Bet than a lazar or a beggestere.32

The Pardoner, an authentic characterization of the medieval conartist
is described as having:

,

• • • hadde a pilwe-beer,
WM.ch that he seyde was Oure Lady veyl.
He seyde he hadde a gobet of the seyl
That Seint Peter hadde, whan he wente
Upon the see, til Jesu Crist hym hente.
He had a croys of latoun, ful of stones,
And in a glas, he hadde pigges bones.
But with thise relikes, whan that he fond
A poure persoun dwellynge upon the lond,
Upon a day he gat hym more moneye
Than that the persoun gat in monthes tweye.33
Besides such hypocrisy as this in the Church, there was also a continued
prej·udice against the Jewish population in England during the 1-fdddle Ages.
Moneylending was a predominant trade among the Jews, and they received much
condemnation for their profession from the leaders of the Christian Chur
ch

who were, ironically, frequent customers,

The Jews living in Engl and were
Victimized and persecuted continually over the course of several centuries

,

,

Particularly in the thirteenth century when anti-Semitism reached its peak
in Engla.."ld. In 1218, they were ordered to wear a distinguishing mark; an
d by
Jh
1219, they were expelled from the kingdom by Edward I.
Prejudice was directed not only toward the Jews, but was also foun d t o
exist within the Church itself. There was much rivalry among the Various

orders and members vying against one another for positions of power and

access to wealth as well as for the favor of the nobility, who were their

-17patrons and supporters.

Later, there also developed the ceaseless con

flict between the Catholics and reformers such as John Wycliffe, who
rejected the Papal supremacy and orthodox church doctrine.
The general mood of medieval England--with its corrupt political
and religious institutions, its widespread malice, and its endless hard
ships of the multitude brought about by the luxurious living of a few-
provided just the atmosphere in which a figure such as Robin Hood could
and did achieve fame.

It is not hard to accept the possibility that the

common people of England were looking for something more--a sense of good
and truth amid so much that was false and unjust--and even if that sense of

gOod really did not exist, popular demand created it.

Similarly in the nineteenth-centu ry American Midwest, there insued a
chain of events which contributed to the rise of outlaw heroes like Jesse
James.

In Jesse James was His�, William Settle quotes Carl Sandburg in

saying that Jesse James "is classical, • • • [he] is to this country what
35
The atmosphere of this era is immediRobin Hood • • • is to England."
ately captured in this observation by Vernon L. Parrington in� Curren ts
i n American Thought:
• • • two diverse worlds lay on the map of continental
America. Facing in opposite directions and holding dif-..
ferent faiths, they would not travel together easily or
take comfort from the yoke that joined them. Agricultural
America, behind which lay two and a half centuries of
experience, was a decentralized world, democratic, indivi
dualistic, suspicious; industrious America, behind which
lay only hal£ a dozen decades of bustling experiment, was
a centralizing world, capitalistic, feudal, ambitious.
The one was a decaying order, the other a rising, and be
tween them would be friction till one or the other had
become master.36
This statement presents a summation of the conflicts in nineteenth-centu ry

America: a growing, changing society composed of numerous sub-cultures and

lifestyles grappling an� competing for domination and control, in a co
untry
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-19Like Robin Hood, who serves as the classic prototype for the outlaw
hero, Jesse James achieved his reputation as an essentially provincial
figure who brought distinction to his locale.
Carl

w.

In Outlaws of� Old West,

Breihan describes bnis sense of patronage and identification dis

played by the natives of an area toward one of their fellows who received
notoriety or acclaia:
Many times legend has changed the quick drawing, dead-eyed
gunman into an image of the West, and rubbed out the more
vicious shadows of his character, leaving behind an exciting
and glamourous portrait •••• In the glorious days of the
American West, when the nation was still learning to walk,
men like the ••• James brothers brought fame and a certain
necessary pride to parts of the country which otherwise might
never have gained any greater distinction than being a name on
a map •••• st. Joseph, .Missouri firjg gained notoriety as
the place where Jesse James was slain.
In light of this point, Paul

c.

Nagel states thats

Missouri's legends ••• catered to a more perverse sense of
what the nation's unbridled spirit was supposed to mean. Of
the many striking figures to linger from Missouri's past, few
had a broader appeal that the thief and murderer, Jesse James
• • •• Missouri 1 t tragic vexation by gangs like the one of the
James brothers eventually became the setting out of which the
nation assuaged its hunger for tales of3§aring men who could
do wrong in order to achieve good ends.
There are also a number of historica l events which contributed to the
shaping of a social attitude in Missouri and explain the popular transformation
of a vicious criminal into a romantically idealized "American Robin Hood."
Missouri in the l800•s was experiencing a "medieval" period of its own,
characterized by a great deal of instability, disorder, and change.
Accepted into the Union on August 10,.1821, as the twenty-fourth state,
Missouri was already set in its ways as may be seen in the attitudes and
approaches its people took towards governments

--20-

To Missourians, Jeffersonianism has meant a few simple
precepts. The state has always harbored doubts about
anything associated with a large city. Citizens believed
that the good in manli:ind--such as there was--flour ished in
a rural setting • • • • Certainly no state has more sturdily
insisted that powers granted to the government must be limited •
Missouri has seemed especially devoted to the theory that the
virtue of government is inversely proportionate to the a mount
of money which the politicians are permitted to spe nd.40
While the situations involved were obviously quite diffe rent in nature,

it is interesting to note that, in both medieval England and frontier Mi ssouri
,
there were religious minority groups which served as scapegoats for public

hostility (i. e., in England, the Jews; in Missouri, the Mormons).· Under
the leadership of Joseph Smith, the Mormons arrived in 1831 and quickly

inspired hatred among the earlier settlers, who were predominately uneducated
,
Baptist by faith, southern in origin, and slave holders by tradition.

The

Mormons, in contrast, were generally well-educated Yankees who befriended the
Indians, condemned slavery, practiced bygamy, and believed that they for med
the one true church of God.

The year 1833 signalled the beginning of the

six-year period of violence, brutality, and persecution directed against the
M ormons, culminating in 1838 with the massacre at Haun's Mill.

The Mormons

we re expelled from the state following what was considered Missouri's first
civ il war.

While this expulsion stemmed from feelings of distrust and fear,

there was a political consideration as well.

The Mormons had prov ided an

abundance of free labor, which threatened the state's dependence upon slave

labor. 41

Even greater agitation occurred during the l850's because of the slavery

issue in Missouri and other territories.

Missouri had been accepted into the

Union as a slave state under the Missouri Compromise of 1820, which had esta

blished a balance between the number of free and slave states.

Under the

Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854, Kansas was to be admitted as a slave state if
it so chose to be.

Missourians grew quite uneasy about the possibility that

-21Kansas might decide to enter the Union as a "free-soil" state; such a
decision would endanger the security of keeping slaves in Missouri by
Providing a close refuge for runaways.

In an effort to manipulate the

Political decisions of Kansas, determined western Missourians resorted to
any underhanded tactics which might bring about their desire that Kansas
sh ould become a slave state.

In Missouri: A Bicentennial Historx_. Nagel

repe>rts the radical activities of "border ruffians":

• • • those Missourians who rushed into the new Kansas
Territory �o assure political decisions favoring a slave
society. The unusual feature was that after voting in
Kansa-s, these interested parties would immediately return
to their Missouri homes. In the first Kansas election in
November 1854, more than half the votes were cast by Mis
sourians, although the territorial governor had begged that
Kansas be left alone. As a result, a territorial delegate
who favored slavery was dispatched to Congress.
:,

When Kansas Territory chose her first legislature in
March 1855, nearly 5,000 Missourians, including stude nts
from the university, marched into the area to vote with
flags, firearms, knives, and whiskey. The American people
watched an amazing outcome, which was not that the pro
slavery side won, but that more than 6,000 votes were cast
in a territory boasting barely 2,000 eligible voters.42
In addition to such activities as illegal voting in the Kansas Territ ory

by non-resident proponents of slavery, violent conflicts erupted along the

Kansas-Missouri border between the abolitionist Kansans--known as "Jayhawkers
"

or "Redlegs"--and the pro-slavery Missourians living in the western-most
co unties of the state.

The most notable of the Jayhawkers were those bands

led by James H. Lane, James Montgomery, and Charles ''Doc" Jennison. The

Jayhawkers and other abolitionists were not merely concerned with the defe nse

of their principles, rather their actions were usually of an aggressive and
belligerent nature.43 The deeds of abolitionist John Brown, who is noted

for carrying away as aany as eleven slaves after killing their Missouri master
·
44 The aggression of such abolitionist
.
are proof of this
rea 1ity.
s was challenged
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by the pro-slevery guerrilla bands led by William c.
Quantrill and "Bl oody"
Bill Anderson.
Skirmishes between these pro-slavery and abolitionist militants continued
as Missouri began to experience the throes of the Civil War.

Preferring to

maintain its conservative platform, Missouri voted to secede from the Union
.

The state, however, was the scene of more than one thousand battles and

encounters.

Missouri's involvement in the war was exceeded only by tha t

of Virginia and Tennessee.

One of the most important battles in Missouri

was that at Wilson's Creek on August 10, 1861, in which General Nathaniel

Lyon was killed, and Federal troops were driven back to Springfield.45

Missouri experienced a large number of civilian casualties during the

Civil War.

At the advent of war in Missouri, suspicion intensi fied among

neighbors over the issues.· The feeling of disunity which gripped

the sta te

Was witnessed as early as May of 1861, in what was called the Cam p Jackson

affair. Missouri's governor, Claiborne Fox Jackson, favored the Confedera
te

cause, while other powers within the state were supportive of the Union.

One of Jackson's most powerful opponents, Frank Blair, organized Home Guard

units to maintain union support. To counter Blair's action, Jackson organize
d

a militia training camp near st. Louis, wnich bore his name.
a great threat to the nearby Feceral arsenal.

This camp posed

Upon receiving news of the

Confederate arms being sent to the camp by order of President Jefferson Davis,

the Home Guard mobilized against Camp Jackson and forced its surrender.
this event and the deterioration of unity within the state of Missouri,

Of

Nagel remarks:
A carnage then occurred in St. Louis streets between
fellow Missourians. As some citizens, serving as the governor's
militla, were led by other citizens, acting as Federal vol un 
teers, spectators threw rocks and eventually fired a shot.
When a Federal soldier fell dead, the troops were ord ered to
defend themselves against what appeared to be a pro-Southern
mob. After the troops fired on the crowd,_general disorder
ensued until twenty-eight persons were slain and many were
'

I

-23wounded. Thus were Missourians pitched suddenly against
each other in a senseless and confused setting. 46

It is reported that Jesse James• family, well-known for
their support of
the South, were also harrassed by the Federal militia.
In one instance ,
legend has it that militia men attempted to hand Jesse
's· steP-father; ab used
an d insulted his mother, who was pregnant at that time and
;
gaining no

i nformation from these two concerning Frank James' involvement with Quantr
ill•s
g uerrillas, found Jesse plowing in a field and beat him severly.
This

occurred inl86 3, before Jesse himself had undertaken guerrilla activit
ies

With Quantrill and Anderson.

is- .<,>ne !incident which is attributed to
Jesse•s becoming an outlaw and a rebel. 47
This

One of the most controversial issues of the times was that of Ewin g's

General Order No. 11 which, on August 25, 186 3, commanded all farm inhab itan
ts

l i ving in the border counties of Jackson, Bates, Cass, and Vernon--excep
t

those persons pro ven loyal to the Union or living near a military post--

to abandon their homes and property within a two-week period. 48

Further

injustice was inflicted upon the citizens of Missouri at the war's end with

the adoption of the Drake constitution by the Radical Republicans, who s z
ei ed

PC>wer during the period of Reco nstruction.

This new document:

• • • stipulated that all Confederate soldiers or
Confederate sympathizers were strictly forbidden to
practice any profession or act as deacons of any church,
under heavy penalty. Yet, on the other hand, this same
bill granted amnesty to all Union soldiers for their acts
after January 1, 186 1, while holding Confederates fully
responsible f�g acts committed while they were soldiers
or civilians.
These issues were by no means the sole acts of injustice and corruption com
.:.. ,_; <:.L
.
mitted against and by Missourians during this period. In the sense that this

era in Missouri's history is one of corruption and confusion, it
to the feudal ages of England.

is

comparable

-24During the Reconstruction era, the Radical Republicans (led by Frank
Blair, B. Gratz Brown, Charles Drake, and Carl Schurz) would not let the

old feelings of hostility and prejudice subside, but continued to persecute
those who had been loyal to the South during the conflict.

The new objectives

for the reconstruction of Missouri were not clear, however, even to this
new leadership in the state.
The governmental and social tcrmoils which developed in both medieval
England and nineteenth-century Missouri stemmed from the passage of similar
events and attitudes, which resulted in the need to vent hostilities and to

seek a cultural awareness.

Nagel comments concerning Missouri after the

Civil War:
When the war was over Southern sympathizers especially,
tended to make men like Quantrill and Anderson legendary
heroes. The brutality used to subdue the gangs converted
the ruffians' own ghastly practices into acts of defense
and noble revenge. The continuing lawlessness after 1865
involved many men, like Jesse James who had previously
plundered the countryside either for the South or the
North. Their raids upon an unpopular postwar government
and society in turn burnished the memory of the wartime
bushwhackers. The attacks of these thieving gangs as well
as stories of the wantonness during the war were translated
b y n umerous Missourians into courageous repudia tions of
malevolent or wrong-headed government.50
Jesse James, like Robin Hood and others who were celebrated in this fashion,
functioned as the extreme alternative to an unfavorable government.

Jesse

James• Missouri, like Robin Hood's feudal England, was a society where a
large majority perceived itself oppressed by a sma:11 minority holding the
mainstay of wealth, prestige, and power. Thus, Jesse James became a symbol
o f the self-righteous, avenging fugitive.

Empathy for the plight of such a

character concurred reasonably with the popular abhorrance for large, centralized
authority.

The old Biblical adage of "an eye for an eye" and the "fight fire

with fire" mentality came into play with the acceptance of such notorious
figures as champions of the common man.

-25In essense, Robin Hood and Jesse James are malignant characters;
they committed crimes against society. Yet, .as recognized in the following
passage, many people have:
• • • looked upon them as persecuted men and rationalized
their acts. In Missouri the scars remaining from the Civil
and the postwar political injuries accounted for much of this
feeling. Perhaps agrarian distrust of railroads and express
companies was also a factor [for Jesse James• popularity],
for one writer suggested • • • that the finds seized by the
bandit were 'just as honestly earned as the riches of many
a highly distinguished political leader and railroad job
manipulat or.• ,.51
Thus, it may be seen that the motives aad circumstances resulting in Jesse
James• departure from social responsibility ar� not unlike those of Robin
Hood.

Given the attitude in.the popular mind of both periods toward large

control (both commerc ial and governmental), those who admired such men felt
that evil must be repaid with evil.

-26-

III. Robin Hood and Jesse James in Perspective
An understanding of the .basic characteristics of the
popular ballad
a nd of the background of comparab
le social conditions in medieval England
and nineteenth-century Missouri
supports the theory that the outlaw hero
a s exemplified by Robin
Hood and Jesse James, was at least in part the

.,

Product of political and social discontent.

However, there are also the

parallels in thema.tic representation, matched by biographical detail, which

Woul d seem t o confirm that Robin Hood and Jesse James correspond as characters

in the mode of a universal prototype: the outlaw hero.

There are numerous theories and suppositions about Robin Hood relating

t o h is origins and transition from common thief to the common man•s cha
mpion.

Unfo rtunately, uhere is no valid factual information regarding Robin Hood•s

identity, if indeed he ever existed.

The overall generalizations about Robin

HOod, as suggested in the ballads and by popular conception, are well umma
s
rized

by R. Adelaide Witham in English and Scottish Popular Ballads:

• • • Robin Hood was a robber on principles of justice
only, • • • he relieved the barons and the bishops of
their ill-gotten gains merely that he might distribute
them among the poor; • • • he was loyal to his king but
hated aristocracy, and loved the church but despised her
rich prelates. Justice and fair-dealing was always his
cry, and he was ever ready to undertake the cause of any
man who was put upon. Open-handed, tender-hearted, generous,
brave, full of fun and of witty expedients when caught in a
trap--he had in the rough:all the virtues of a true English
gentleman. He is more a flesh-and-blood hero than King
Arthur, and if popularity be any test, he may be considered
his rival as the hero of the English song.52
Comparably, Carl

w.

Breihan presents this descriptive generalization of

Jesse James in The Complete �Authentic� of Jesse James:
5

y

-27••• at his death, he had come to stand for a crude
form of social justice in the minds of many people,
just as Robin Hood had symbolized the desire for
social justice in a medieval England.
All nations have counterparts of Jesse James in
their mythology: they are brave; they are protesters:
against circumstances that hem in the poverty-stricken;
they are clever; they stoutly hold that laws are made
for men, not men for laws; and they are not the pro
ducts of slums, either medieval or modern, but come
from families of substance if not of means. And they
have that leavening sense of amusement at �he predica
ment of wealthy victims of their holdups.5
In the popular mind, Robin Hood and Jesse James represent the romance
and excitement of a past era.

As is evinced by the attitudes and social

conditions of their times, the legends which grew up around the two outlaws
"were rooted not only in the violent lawlessness of . • • [their ages] but in
54
Thus, the ballads which evolved
corru pt.ion o f ••• 1aw and ad ministration.'
. ·
.
•

tended to exaggerate virtues and to minimize their vices.

The melodramatic

style in which they were written persuaded those who heard or read ballads
about outlaw heroes to sympathize with the outlaws and to blame the legal
authorities for their alienation from society.
The ballads of Robin Hood and Jesse James made an appeal to the senti
mentality of ordinary, lower-class people.

Robin Hood and Jesse James were

portrayed idealistically as exaggerated versions of the common man who has
been pushed beyond the normal realms of acceptance by an exploitive, corrupt
authority.

Both men retaliated by taking the law into theii. own hands, giving

others whom they deemed unjust a taste of their own medicine.

However, both

outlaws are also characterized as possessing the courtesy of the gentleman.
For example, in the ballad "A Gest of Robyn Hode"z
Robyn was a prude outlawe,
Whyles he walked on grounde;
So courteyse Dn outlawe as he was one
Was never non founde.55
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The general concensus of many historians is that Robin Hood may have been
a fallen nobleman, perhaps even an exiled political leader, who retreated to
56
a life in the forest.

In Paleographia Britanniae, Bishop Stukely lists

Robin Hood as the son of Waltheof·, Earl:of Northumberland and Huntingdon.
Joseph Ritson says that:
Robin Hood was born at Locksley, in the county of
Nottingham, in the reign of King Henry the Second,
and about the year of Christ 1160. His extraction
was noble, and his true name was Robert Fitzooth,
which vulga5 pronunciation early corrupted into
Robin Hood. 7
There have been countless persons listed in English historical records as
1

..:1 .··

Robin or Robert Hood, but since both names were so common, the true Robin
Hood of ballad fame cannot be positively identified.

Regardless of his exact

origin or identity, however, the Robin Hood of ballad tradition is portrayed
as both courteous and humble; yet, he is also an oppressed, angry, and rebellious
man.
The origin and identity of Jesse James is more exact.

Born in Clay

County on September s, 1847, Jesse James grew up in the midst of much social
confusion and political controversy.

Clay was one of the counties on the

Kansas-Missouri border which was involved in much of the guerrilla warfare of
the l850's.

Also, it was during this time that the controversies over slavery

and the status of Kansas as a free or slave state were at their peak.

Jesse's

brother, Frank, had served with the Confederates for a short time before being
captured.

After his release and return home, Frank continued to participate

in guerrilla encounters against the North, and for this reason the James family
was continually harrassed by the Federal militia.
Having grown up with an intense hatred for the North and its persecution
of his family, Jesse gained an early resentment for legal authority.

He joined

-29William

c.

Quantrill's guerrilla band in 1863.

He

pa rticipa ted

in the
e
n
t
r
alia Massacre in 1864, and it was here that he killed
C
his first man,
a federa l officer.
Frank James, along with Cole Younger, established a
gang
in 1866; however, Jesse did not take
part in any of that gang's activities
tlntil September of
1873 when he and Frank held up the cash office of the
Kansa s City fairground. The two brothers got away with $10,000. The gan
g soon
gain ed a re
putation for bank and train robberies, which often resulted in

killin gs as well. Train derailments became a trademark of the typical James
gan g holdup.
As the gang's notoriety increased, many railroad and banking

firms hired the Pinkerton National Detective Agency to pursue its members.58
Because of his involvement in violent guerrilla actions during the war

an d afterward
s, Jesse James inevitably was considered a criminal.

Although

he came from
a good family and might have reformed after the war, the implica

tions of the Drake constitution made it impossible for him to ever become an
acceptable
citizen. Thus, violence and crime became his way of life. Of

Jesse Jam es, the Jate President H arry

this to say:

s.

Truman, a native Missourian, had

Jesse James was not actually a bad man at heart. I have
studied his life carefully, and I come from his part of
the country. Jesse James was a modern-day Robi� H�.
He stole from the rich and gave to the poor, which, in
general is not a bad po licy . I am convinced that Jesse
would h;ve been an asset to hi� co� ity, if he had not
been diverted into a lawless life.

Jesse, it seems, felt compelled to follow a life of crime as an expression o
f
his anger
toward a government which barred him from society.
Reports of Jesse James' robberies and killings were sensationalized b
y

the· press and dime novelists in much the same way that the adventures of Robin

HOOd were reported in broadside and folk ballads.

SUbjec t of ballads after his death.

Jesse James also becam
e the

Due to the troubled political scene both

-30during the war and throughout the Reconstruction era that followed, people
tended to sympathize with Jesse James.

The outlaw was particularly

popular

among the embittered Southern whites and the newly-freed slaves.
In the ballads, Jesse James is endowed with the virtues of courtesy and
humility which earlier characterized Robin Hood.
is brave, honest, and a friend to the poor.

Like the earlier outlaw, he

He was sensitive to the poor

l'E!Ople•s dislike of the large corporations and railroads which were beginning
to take control of the West, as well, as the growing controls imposed by the
government.

(It must be remembered that Missourians were opposed to the

outside controls of large centralized authority; they wanted to govern them
selves.)

People were persuaded to sympathize with him because he was rebelling

against the same institutions they hated, namely large corporations, railroads,
and federal government control.

Of Jesse James' rebellious actions, the ballads

report that:
He robbed the Chicago bank,
And stopped the Glendale train.60
However, in a short narrative entitled "My Kin Knew Jesse James," Della
May Crouch Lundman recalled the story of her grandparents' friendship with
their neighbors, Frank and Jesse James.

Her comment reveals the outlaw's

humanitarian instincts as observed by others:
They [the James brothers] seemed to be real great people •••
Granrnaw said a many an' a many a time, when they were sick,
they would bring medicine and brind doctor� an' stuff to help
'em out what they could, an• even stay an' take care of the
stock when my granddad was sick an• coulgj't work ••••
They were great toward helping the poor.
Della seems to take pride in her family's connections with the James brothers.
Jesse James is real to her in the sense of her family's

association with him,

yet he is something even more important; he is a prized tradition, regardless
of how much truth lies in the account which has been handed down to her.

-31Although people were aware of Jesse's criminal activities, they
The fact that he was a wanted criminal

accepted him as one like themselves.

made him notorious, but that notoriety had little derogatory effect upon
those who knew o r had heard of him.

His malice was not directed at them,

but at the authoritative and powerful institutions of society.

In the

popular belief:
Jesse was a man,
A friend to the poor,
. 62
Never did he suffer a man's pain.
The outlaw hero's humanitarian is an important character trait
emphasized in the ballads.

The charity of Robin Hood and Jesse James toward

common people is an indication.that they are on the side of humanity.

In

"A Gest of Robyn Hode," Robin instructs his men:
• • • Loke ye do no husbonde harme
That tylleth with his ploughe.
No more ye shall no gode yeman
That walketh by grene wode shawe;
Ne no knyght ne no squyer
That wol be a gode felawe.
These bisshoppes and these archebisshoppes,
Ye shall them bete and bynde;
The hye sherif of Notyingham,
63
Him hold ye in your minde.
Robin is not interest in taking from the hard-working and the poor what
little they have, nor does he advocate the robbing of honest noblemen.

He does,

however, bear a personal vendetta against corrupt officials of the church and
state.

He insists that no mercy be given to those who burden the lower classes

with tithes and taxes as a means of amassing greater wealth and power.

Robin

Hood is interested in robbing churchmen like Chaucer 's monk, the friar, and
.°.\, •

the pardoner in� Canterbury Tales.
Jesse James• attitude regarding humanity is identical to that of Robin
Hood.

He has no sympa.t:,y for the rich, particularly those who have gotten

their wealth from others who have less.

Thus, the railroads and banks became

-32his first targets.

The ballads report that:

He robbed the rich of every stitch.
You bet he was no coward.
Also:
Jesse stole from the rich
And he gave to the poor,
64
He'd a hand and a heart and a brain.
Jesse James• intentions, in the public mind, were essentially good.

The public

both pitied and admired him.
Another parallel between the humanitarian spirits of Robin Hood and Jesse
James is found in the stories of their befriending needy people.

In "A Gest

of Robyn Hode," Robin lends a poor knight, Sir Richard at the Lee, four hundred

pounds to pay the rent on his estate.

Upon meeting Robin Hood's men, who plan

to rob him if he is rich beyond his needs, the knight remarks that Robin "'is
a gode yoman • • • / Of hym I have herde moche gode. .,,65

Robin shows great

generosity to the knight upon finding him honest, and tells him: " •If, thou

hast no more, • • • I woll not one peny;/ And yf thou have nede of any roore, /
More shall I lend the.'"

66

Jesse James is also reported to have done such deeds for those in need.

One legend reports that upon stopping at a farmhouse for the night, Jesse and

his gang found that the woman who lived there was a poor widow.

She had no

money to pay the mortgage on her farm, which was due the next day.

Despite

her circumstances, she provided the James gang with a good meal and a dry place
to spend the night.

In reuurn for her kindness, Jesse gave the widow enough

money to pay all that she owed.

After the owner of the house collected the

. 67
mort gage rooney from the woman, Jesse and his gang stole their money back again.
Because he had a family of his own, Jesse had compassion for the woman and her
children who were about to lose their home.

He felt no sense of wrong-doing

in

I
-33robbing the owner of the property who had been taking advantage of the poor
woman and her family in their desperate situation.

With this legend in mind,

the mention of Jesse's own family after his death seems still more tragic
and unjust:
Jesse leaves a widow to mourn all her life
The children he left will pray.68
Also:
Jesse James• little wife
Was a moaner all her life
Then t hey laid Jesse James in his grave.
She earned her daily bread
By her needle and her thread,
69
When they laid Jesse James in his grave.
These images of Jesse's family appealed to the reader's sense of pity for
those who loved and depended on the outlaw.

The fact that he was a husband

and a father made his being an outlaw more forgiveable.

Those who read or

listened to the ballad could feel sorrow for Jesse's family if not for Jesse
himself.
Similarly, Robin Hood's band of merry men may be considered a "family."
As depicted in the ballads, in their exile, all those inhabiting the Greenwood
formed a brotherhood; they always come to each other's defense iri time of need.
The Greenwood is a "share and share alike• community.

It is a free, natural

ambience devoid of injustice, corruption, and greed.

The feeling here is "all

for one and one for all."

Robin Hood functions as a paternal or older-brother

figure to his followers.
Judging form his concern for a family's welfare, Jesse James was a
protector of women and children.

Robin Hood is also characterized as one who

respected women and s ought to protect them:
Robyn loved Oure dere LadyJ
For dont of dydly synne
Wolde he never do compani harme
T�at any '\li'Oman was in.70

-34Obviously, the love and respect Robin had for the Virgin Mary extended to all
other · wo men as well, an indication that he is not evil, as the Sheriff of
Nottingham (Robin Hood's greatest adversary) believes him to be.

He is instead

a very caring, considerate individual.
Robin Hood was not only moral, as seen in his benevolence to the needy
and his respect for women; he was also characterized as a devout Christian.
A gode maner than had Robyn;
In londe where that he weire
Every day or he wolde dyne
Thre messis wolde he here:
The one in the worship of the Fader,
And another of the Holy Ghost,
The thil:de of Oure dere Lady
71
That he loved alther moste.
Jesse James was also known for his strong Christian beliefs and reli
gious background. Jesse's father, Robert James, had attended Georgetown
College in Kentucky and became a Baptist minister. Jesse's mother, Zerelda
Cole, attended school at a Roman Catholic convent in Lexington, Kentucky.66
In Jesse James Was !::Y Neighbor, Homer Croy writes:
The first character trait of Jesse's that became
evident was his interest in religion. It seems to
have been more than the interest that sometimes strikes
boys at a certain age, for, according to local tradition,
he went to church regularly and.insisted that other members
of the family go when they would much rather have passed
the Sabbath morning at their own pleasures. Once he
startled the good brethren and sisters by standing up and
praying aloud for his brother Frank. But is seems to have
done little good, for Frank wen t to his reward a doubter.
Jesse himself seems never to have questioned the Divine
Scheme. 7 3
Another rumor has it that, ironically, "• • • sometimes, before he went on a
'r aid,' Jesse read the B ible.11 74 _A strong sense of religious responsibility
and Christian up-bringing is another characteristic which appealed to the
people who came in contact with the ballads of Jesse James,

for it seemed

that there was nothing Christian in the government's treatment of defeated
Southerners, lower-class laborers, and minority groups. Religion was, of course,

-35· an essential value of nineteenth-century Americans; they needed some sense
of assurance during the years of war and corruption.
Both outlaws are characterized by their exceptional skill in the use
of a weapon, a skill which ultimately brings them both to ruin. There are manY
references to Robin Hood's skill as an archer in the ballads:
Thryes Robyn shot about,
And alway he slit the wand, • •
Whan they had shot abonte,
These archours fayre and good,
Evermore was the best,
75
Forsoth, Robyn Hode.

.,

Robin Hood himself is not slow to admit that he is "compted the best archere/
76
That was in mery Englonde.11

Jesse James was very proficient with guns.
using two . 45 Navy Colts.

He later carried a .45 Colt Peacemaker and a . 45

Smith and Wesson Schofield.77
personal form of justice.
tation spread..

He began his outlaw caree r

Jesse's marksmanship became widely known as his

His skill was both admired and feared as his repu

In Text A of ''The Ballad of Jesse James," which appears in

MacEdward Leach's The Ballad Book, one unfortunate victim describes his
encounter with the notorious outlaw:
Yes, I went down to the depot
Not many days ago: they followed on behind,
And I fell upon my knees, and I offered up the keys
To Frank and his brother, Jesse James.
In the same ballad:
Jesse was a man, an' he
With his sword an'
Robert Ford watched his
An' they laid poor

travelled over the land,
his pistol to his side.
eye an' shot him on the sly,
Jesse in his grave.78

After Jesse's death, his fame continued.

Many old guns wer sold under the

false pretense that they had once been owned by Jesse James.

Also,,for many

years after Jesse was murdered, there were those men who claimed to be the
outlaw, saying that Jesse James had not actually been killed as earlier reported.

-36A final parallel between Robin Hood and Jesse James as classic outlaw
heroes is the way they died.
should have remained loyal.

Both outlaws were brought to ruin by those who
These characters become Judas figures in bringin g

about the inevitably tragic, violent ends of the outlaws.

Betrayal by an ally

is the most tragic means by which an outlaw hero may die. This sense of
tragedy in the outlaw's story further evokes the sympathy of the ballad audience
and increases the popularity of the character.

"A Gest of Robyn Hode" concludes

with the account of his death:
• • • he was begyled, i wys,
Through a wicked woman,
The pryoresse of Kyrkesly,
That nye was of hys kynne,
For the love of a knyght,
Syr Roger of Donkesly
That was her owne speciall:
Full evyll mote they the!
They toke togyder theyr counsell
Robyn Hade for to sle,
And how they myght best do that dede,
His banis for to be.
Than spake good Robyn,
In place where he stode,
'To-morow I must to Kyrkesly,
Craftely to be leten blcode.•
Syr Roger of Donkestere,
By the pryoresse he lay,
And there they betrayed good Robyn Hode,
Through theyr false playe.
Cryst have mercy on his soule,
That dyed on the rode!
For he was a good outlawe,
79
And dyde pore men moch gode.
As reported in the lines above, Robin Hood's betrayal and death is enormously
tragic.

First, he is betrayed by his own kinswoman. Second, this woman is a

prioress--supposedly a Christian woman--who proves not to be compassionate,
by evil.

Third, the fact that Robin Hood has always respected and protected

-37woman makes it ironic that he perishes at the hand-,of a,,woman.

Finally, the

murder of the outlaw is perpetrated by the joint conspiracy of the prioress
and a knight, Sir Roger, wh proves to be her lover.

Robin Hood's past assistanee

to good knights makes Roger's part in the conspiracy the mere diabolical.
Jesse James is also betrayed by one who should have been loyal--a member
of his own gang.

Robert Ford, the man who brought the trusting Jesse to his

death, is condemned throughout the ballads.

One ballad accuses:

It was Robert Ford, that dirty little coward,
I 'WOnder how he does feel,
For he ate of Jesse's bread and he sleH5 in Jesse's bed,
Then he laid Jesse James in his grave.
There are a number of reports concerning Robert Ford's evil undoing of his
"friend" and leader, Jesse James, who by that time had assumed the alias
"Thomas Howard" while trying to live peacefully in St. Joseph, Missouri&
Jesse leaves a widow to mourn all her life,
The children he left will pray
For the thief and the coward
Who shot Mr. Howard
And laid Jesse Janes in his grave.81
Also:
Robert Ford watched his eye,
And he shot him on the sly
And they laid Jesse James in his grave.
Poor old Jesse, poor old Jesse James,
And they laid Jesse James in his grave.
Robert Ford's pistol ball,
Brought him tumbling from the wall,
82
And they laid Jesse James in his grave.
Paul

c.

Nagel provides some insight into the scandal which brought about

Jesse James• death in his book, Missouri:� Bicentennial History.

He asserts

that Governor Thomas T. Crittendon took underhanded methods in bringing about
the destruction of Jesse James.

The fact that the government had resorted

to corrupt tactics--obviously unable to suppress the criminal throught legal
measures--provided a fu,: -:her impetus for Jesse's popularity.
that:

Nagel reports

-38As the plague of killing, ambush, and robbery grew,
Democrat ic Governor Thomas T. Crittendon, once an
off icer i n the Union cavalry, adopted controversial
tact ics t0,,stop the James outf it. Missour i statutes
limited Governor Crittendon to paying $300 of public
money as reward for captured criminals. However,
the beseiged railroads offered the governor $50,000
for use in apprehending the pesky James boys. Immedi
ately, Cr ittendon proclaimed a $5,000 reward for arrest
ing Jesse, with a similar amount to be paid upon the
bandit 's conviction for robbery or murder.83
Cr ittendon was severely criti cized for accepting money from the very unpopular
railroads.

Neverthless,

in

April of 1882, two members of the James gang-

Charles and Robert Fc:rd--stepped forward and accepted Cr ittendon's tempting
offer.

They v isited Jesse at h is home

in

St. Joseph, M issouri, and Robert

shot the unsuspect ing outlaw in the back of the head. The Fords then surrendered
to local author�ti es. They were tried and condanned to hang for their cr ime.
However, the governor's underhanded tactics and the corruption

implicit

in the

free ing of the Ford brothers remained firmly fixed in the minds of the public.
Jesse's betrayal and death brought about by Robert Ford was considered
a far worse cr ime than any Jesse had committed; it was an act of ma lice,
broken loyalty, and greed.

Unlike the crimes of Jesse, it lacked justifiable

mot ivation due to a warranted cause.

Also, the government had disposed of

Jesse without g iving him a fair tr ial and conviction, while exonerating those
who had killed him.

(Th is

is

much

like

the

incident in

wh ich the Sheriff of

Nottingham once hired another out law, Guy of Gisbourne, to stalk and kill
Rob in Hood; the attempt, however, FOVed unsuccessful.)

One ballad tells of

Robert Ford's evil deed and the final retribution \<tl ich he deserv ingly
received:

-39For robbing trains Bob had no brains, unless
Jesse showed him.
Our governor for peace or war explained uhis
for to goad him.
So Robert Ford he scratched his gourd, and then
he said "I'll go for you,
Give me a price that's something nice, and then,
by gee, I'll show you!"
Then Governor c. he laughed with glee and fixed
a price to suit him.
And Bob agreed, with ready speed, to find
Jesse James and shoot him.
And then he did as he was bid and shot
Jess in the back, sir,
Then ran away on that same day, for cash he did
not lack sir.
He did his best to live out West, but no one
was his friend there.
"You've killed your cousin," they went buzzin',
however free he'd spend there.
And then one day, the papers say, Bob Ford
got his reward:
A cowboy drunk his heart did plunk. As you
do you'll git according.84
Just as the Prioress of Kirksley and Sir Roger were eternally condemned
for their crimes by the composers and audience of Robin Hood ballads,
Robert Ford and Governor Crittendon receive condemnation for their evil
deeds.

The ballads emphasize the tragedy of both outlaws' deaths and the

evil natures of those responsible.

-

-40IV. Conclusions of the Study
It is possible to draw several conclusions from this study of the
general or;i.gins and development of folk ballads and the historical elements
surrounding the Robin Hood and Jesse James ballads in particular. There
are a number of parallel factors in the development of both figures as out
law heroes.
Social and political conditions play an important role in the develop
ment of the outlaw hero.

Such conditions and their effects determine the

needs and attitudes of people .

These in turn contribute to the type of

character ttie population tends to sensationalize. Turbulent times in which
the government is unpopular create an environment in which outlaws can and
do receive the public's attention, as witness the popularity of such criminals
as "Pretty Boy" Floyd and Bonnie and Clyde Parker in our own century.

A more

recent candidate for such sensationalizing might be the Irish hunger-striker
and I.R.A. leader, Bobby Sands.

Such popularizing is found not exclusively

in ballads and popular folklore, but now exists throughout all forms of media.
Like Robin Hood, Jesse James was romanticized in the ballads. His
character mellowed in the eyes of the public; his bad traits were softened or
obliterated while his good qualities were enlarged to match public expectations.
Although the Jesse James of ballad tradition was a real historical figure,
the true identity of the outlaw was displaced by what the public chose to
bel�eve about him, as it fitted their needs to believe.
Outlaws, though they pose a threat to the order and sanctity of society,
frequently become celebrated as heroes simply because they� beyond the law.
They are viewed as open statements that something is wrong in the social order
and that society, especially the governmental structure, has somehow failed to

-41meet all the people's needs.

Robin Hood arrl Jesse James accurately symbolize

the dissatisfaction which prevailed during their eras.
Finally, the outlaw hero may be viewed as a universal stereotype.

He

may become popular in any society at a time when life is unruly and imbalanced.
Americans in their "medieval" period could readily identify with Robin Hood.
Therefore, Robin Hood and the ideals he embodied as the classic outlaw hero
were successfully transplanted to America and provided a model for America's
own dissident heroes.

Dissatisfied members of any unstable society readily

popularize and identify with a character (one like themselves) who is victimized
by corrupt forces in society, but who does not go down without a fight.
is a lasting glamour in the image projected by those who rebel.

There

Such characters

are important in that they embody the idea of the individual against an oppressive
society.

The¥ are both loved and hated, both admired and feared, both supported

and alone.

,

.
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